Game changerS

Nasir

CEO – Heaven on Earth UK.

F

ollowing the principle of “give only what you can receive”, Nasir, CEO of Heaven on Earth UK has
never believed in competition, being leaders and not followers, he has always been an originator and
not a imitator and that is exactly what he considers to be his greatest strength. While he received the
Award of Excellence which indeed spoke volumes for itself and whilst having been found to not only be a
Game Changer but branded as one of Asia's prominent & inspirational leaders too. During his speech he
was found thanking his loved ones, relatives CEOs and the Directors along with the staff. A man who does
not believe in impossible and takes up challenges as a part of life is a man who is destined to succeed in
life. If one was to ask Nasir, what we could expect from him in the times to come, he’d say, “A new era of
Celebrity and Entertainment and business services in Dubai by again backing HH's Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashed Al Maktoum’s Vision through our contributions till date. Never has it been this evident and without any competition whatsoever due to being in an elite league of our own and to remain uncompetitive
and unbeatable as again till date. Also, to remain and sustain vigorously against all odds as we’ve always
successfully done. Despite the crunch and tests it brought in its stride we did not disappear, as faith and
practicality confines one to no boundaries.” Such profound confidence in self and in one’s team is not only
benefiting but a motivation like no other.
Socially & professionally active, Nasir Ramadhan believes that interacting personally and diligently is an
imperative in life to attain visionary goals. One must not be isolated high above in some ivory towers away
from reality expecting others to deliver. He aims to serve and entertain the public as per his exemplary
track record despite the tests that came in his life's stride. With every truth their comes a false contention
by opposition, and by every such opposition, there comes stability and success despite what spuriousness
one would be up against for Regardless of all the past baseless oppositions they continue to grow both
locally and internationally and wants to see their presence augment to greater heights than it is today.
He wishes to continue being the proud strength of Dubai, UAE and remain as the prime paragons of the
world, by stating "your vision is your vision" and nobody can deliver that "vision" better than “you" when
you know you are veracious and upright then don't take No or rejection as a means to interfere with your
vision,

KEY ATTRIBUTES THAT MAKE HIM A LEADER
 Has been the contender for Award of Excellence, Branded Game Changer, and Asia's
Inspirational Leader.
 His moral values hold strong making the ethical foundation of the organisations, he is running
or is associated with, indomitable.
 His attitude of "Practice breeds Perfection" & “Originator and not imitator” motivates everyone
around him to excel in life and reach great heights and stand as a real example in today's
business world.
 His humble approach towards his seniors, peers kith and kin amplifies the very value chain
that runs in his organisations.
 His knack for taking up challenges adds up to the strength of Heaven on Earth UK/ Developers,
TOIIG The Overseas International Investments Group HKSZ, Husnain, Kaif Shaamil, Zikriya
Group Of Companies he is associated with, and Dubai, Heaven On Earth Entertainments his
forthcoming Productions in addition to his previous Celebrity industry productions exclusively
for and in association with the U.A.E & Locals highlighting their extended warmth & love
wholeheartedly towards the Global Community thus the making of Dubai one of the Leading
Destinations of The World that it is today and contributing to put it on the Global Map with
continued efforts..
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